Brett:
 Summary: The crew waits int he darkness at the rear of Taigu Sissal's palace, preparing to slip in while the local populace creates a diversion at the front. It seems the crew's interaction with the people have spurred them to take matters into their own hands and put a stop to the civil unrest.  Now, all that remains is for the crew to stop

Brett:
 Summary: The Romulan Fleet which is undoubtadly headed toward the planet.

Brett:
 <<<<Resume Mission "Armistice-Part 13">>>>

CTO_Marshall:
 ::stands quietly off to the side unsure of what to do::

CO_Mordane:
 ::listens for the diversion to begin in the front of the palace, crouching in the darkness:: 

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::antennae twitching and swivelling  listening to everything::

Brett:
 <Taigu_Sissal> All: The transmitter is located on the second floor of the building, near the front.  I will guide you when we get inside.

Brett:
 <Taigu_Sissal> ALL: Where Pusa is, i do not know, but I last saw him inthe library.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::crouch on all four alert and listen for sounds of danager::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Looking into the darkness, waiting for the big diversion so they can sneak into the palace. ::

Brett:
 INFO: The night is quiet, and the wait seems to take forever.

CMO_P`Trell:
 Taigu: Where did you see Russi? ::whispers::

OPS_Knight:
 ::watches the area vigilantly, waiting for the signal::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Knows this is like waiting for a watched pot to boil. ::

Brett:
 <Taigu_Sissal> CMO: With Pusa.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::nods hearing the  Taigu::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::looks around, gald he can see when there low light::

OPS_Knight:
 ::standsby in the darkness awaiting orders::

Brett:
 Action: Suddenly, inthe near distance, the sound of an angry crowd can be heard.  They march up to the front of the palace and stand int he street.  Lights flash into the sky as they wave hand-held flashlights and lanterns.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::gets ready to go as soon as the CO says so::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::in a whiper:::We got company ::points in the direction of the crowd::

Brett:
 Action: The crew can see the two guards at the rear doors of the palace looking in the direction of the noise, though a wall prevents them from seeing anything.

OPS_Knight:
 ::unable to see the crowd he just listens to the riot keeping an ear open for the Captain's say so.::

CO_Mordane:
 All: Ok, let's go.  ::indicates that Ens. Marshall is to be the first up the wall:: 

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Nods and moves toward the wall, hugging his body close to the cool surface::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CMO: After you. ::indicates the wall::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Watches intently making sure that the guards do not see him::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::moves up as the XO suggests::

Brett:
 <Guards> ::Converse among themselves and one speaks into his radio::

OPS_Knight:
 ::debates on scanning the area of the noises just out of curiosity of how many rebels there are but judges against it.:: CO/XO: How many do you think changed their minds about us?

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Feels for a small crevice in the wall and attempts to scale the wall::

CO_Mordane:
 ::whispers:: OPS: Let's hope it's a majority. 

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::Watchs the team back::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::reaches up and grabs ahold of the drain pipe hanging overhead::

Brett:
 <Guards> ::Return to their post at the back door, but continue glancing at the noise and light from over the wall, and talking to each other.::

XO_Mash`ev:
 OPS: ::whispers::  There's no way to know.

CTO_Marshall:
 ::strains lifting himself into the hole:: Self: Boy Im out of shape

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::follows the CTO::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Looks around for something to help lift his crewmates into the drain pipe hole::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::hears the crew strain to make it up the little wall::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Fines a small collection of vines and knots them together lowering it down to his crewmates::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Follows the CMO ::

CO_Mordane:
 ::follows the crew, heaving himself up to the pipe's level and climbing in...wondering just what the pipe was used to drain...and then wishing he hadn't:: 

OPS_Knight:
 ::nods to the command staff and offers to help the CMO up the pipe::  CMO: Doctor. ::he nods curtly.::

Brett:
 Action: In short order, the crew has passed throughthe pipe and now crouch in the lush undergrowth that grows along the inside of the palace wall.  The guards are still talking to each other at the doors, fifty feet away across the lawn.

CTO_Marshall:
 ::throws away the vine:: Self: And they said boy scouts would come in handy, pffff.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::looks at ops and gives him an acknowleding nod, though she needs no help, figures he's trying to perform human chivlary::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::Sizes up the two guards::

OPS_Knight:
 ::From the other side of the pipe helps the last crewmate out and joins the rest as they debate on the guards::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::in a whisper::CO: we may have to kill those two guards

CO_Mordane:
 ::whispers:: CEO: Or at least incapacitate them. 

Brett:
 Action: At the front of the palace, the demonstrators have attracted the attention of thos einside, as someone is shouting at them to disperse.

CTO_Marshall:
 All: This might be our chance to move while they are distracted.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 CO:that may be to risky

Brett:
 Action: One of the guards listens to his radio, then nods to his companion.  They turn and enter the building.

CTO_Marshall:
 CEO: Didn't someone used to say Risk is our business.

CO_Mordane:
 CEO/CTO: I believe that's the opening we're looking for. 

XO_Mash`ev:
 Self:  Well, that could have been better. Or worse.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::hears the XO and nods at him::

CO_Mordane:
 All: Move, quickly.  CEO/XO/CTO: Be ready to take those two by surprise once inside, we don't know how far forward they've moved. 

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: ::grimly:: Aye, sir.

CTO_Marshall:
 CO: Aye.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::nods as he moves forward, on all four staying close to the ground, a pretor stalking his prey::

CO_Mordane:
 ::hurries across the lawn, keeping low and to the shadows as he makes his way to the back door:: 

OPS_Knight:
 ::Hears the CO's orders and does his best to cover both men with his weapon from the shadows hopeing he dosn't have to fire and give away their position.::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Runs from bush to bush trying to maintain his cover::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::like she's on a hunt back on Andoria, tries to keep unseen and moves up with the CO::

CTO_Marshall:
 CMO: These bushes don't have any kind of poison right?

CMO_P`Trell:
 CTO: I doubt it... ::whispers back::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::close in on the door as he pause, to look and listen::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Tries to follow while keeping low and as out-of-sight as possible. ::

CO_Mordane:
 ::follows closely behind the CEO, relying on his keener senses to detect trouble before he can:: 

Brett:
 Action: The CEO can hear the crowd clearly; it seems the police are arriving and the crowd is resisting.  Inside the mansion, he cannot hear any movement or conversations.

CTO_Marshall:
 All: Sounds like quite a mess out there.

CO_Mordane:
 CEO: What does it sound like inside? 

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::Singals that he can not hear inside::

OPS_Knight:
 ::Follows the group as covertly as possible while keeping his weapon trained near his crewmates::

CO_Mordane:
 ::motions the CTO to take point and lead them inside the palace:: 

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Moves up infront of the group and stands at the entrance::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Slowly surveying the inside, motions for the crew to walk in::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::coninutes to listen, ready to pounce::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Follows, trying to protect the rest of the crew. ::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::follows everyone else inside::

Brett:
 INFO: Inside the oppulent mansion, it is well lit.  The noise of the crowd carries through the building from the other side.

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Moves inside the mansion and quietly invistigates the area::

CTO_Marshall:
 All: It looks clear

Brett:
 <Taigu_Sissal> CTO: (Whispers) Straight ahead, then turn left at the next room.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::brings up the rear::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Moves forward quietly surveying the area, moves up to the room::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::keeps quiet, looks around::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Walks inside the room quietly::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Looks around, wonders where everyone is? ::

Brett:
 INFO: The crew moves into the main receiving room.  Ahead of them, they can see the two guards looking out toward the front doors.  Beyond them, the crew can see several more guards, bith Romulan and Psellian.  To the crew's immediate left, is the staircase up to the second level.

CO_Mordane:
 ::motions quietly to the staircase, hoping they can all make it upstairs without disturbing the guards:: 

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Heads quietly for the stairs, trying to stick to the shadows though there really aren't any to hide in. ::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Moves quickly toward the stairs trying to get a view of what's happening outside::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::Stil in the rear::

CO_Mordane:
 ::follows the others quietly up the stairs::

OPS_Knight:
 ::follows the crewmate before him::

Brett:
 INFO: The CTO sees that the police are physically dispersing the crowd with billy clubs and shields.  The people are resisting, but there are not as many of them as it sounded like, perhaps only twnety or twenty five.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::follows along with everyone else trying to be quiet::

Brett:
 Action: The crew creep up the stairs and enter a wide, carpeted hallway. There are doors along both walls and a T intersection at the far end about fifty feet away.

Brett:
 <Taigu_Sissal> All: The third door onthe left is the library.  At the far end, down the left passage, is the transmitter room.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::tail twitchs a bit as he wonder if there walking nto a trap::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Jogs down the hall toward the library door::

CTO_Marshall:
 All: Ready?

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::nods::

CO_Mordane:
 ::nods silently to the CTO:: 

OPS_Knight:
 ::catches up with the CO and nods sharply::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: hopes he's really ready ::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Reaches out to the old fashioned door knob::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CTO: ::whispers:: Did you scan that, first?

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::follows as he listen for and looks for signs of trouble::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::Scans beyond the door::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::sees the CTO fumbling a bit and takes the tricorder from him::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::scans beyond the door::

CTO_Marshall:
 ::accidentaly drops his phaser while trying to scan::

CO_Mordane:
 ::sighs heavily at the CTO's simple, but potentially deadly mistake:: 

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::grimcs as he hears the loud sound of a weapon drop::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Watches the CTO's phaser fall in slow motion, unable to react in time. ::

CMO_P`Trell:
 CO: ::whispers:: One of the psellans is not really a psellan, he's part romulan...

CO_Mordane:
 CMO: How many are there? 

CMO_P`Trell:
 CO: ::whispers:: Two, we should get in there now...

OPS_Knight:
 ::grimaces as he watches the sidearm fall to the floor and readies his own.::

CO_Mordane:
 ::motions for the CEO to come up from his place in the rear and lead them into the room...someone with a phaser is going on point, it doesn't matter who:: 

CTO_Marshall:
 ::leans down and reaches for the phaser thoroughly embarrassed::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::moves foward::

CTO_Marshall:
 All: ::whispers:: think anyone heard that?

CO_Mordane:
 CTO: You'd better hope not Ensign. 

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::glares at the CTO: Yes

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::looks down at the tricorder for motion::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::puts paw on the door and waits for the go sign from the Captain::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Braces for conflict. ::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::shakes her head "no" at the CO::

OPS_Knight:
 ::shakes his head and then quickly dismisses the accident becuse he himself could have done it.::

CO_Mordane:
 ::nods to the CEO:: 

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::opens the door and charges in phaser at the ready to shoot first and ask question after they wake anyone up::

Brett:
 <<<<Pause>>>>

